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Abstract
The hyper-linking nature of the Web has differentiated itself from 
traditional forms of information resources. Hyperlinks are created 
between Web pages by Web page authors mainly to assist users in 
navigating the vast amount of information on the Web. Hyperlinks 
can reveal conceptual relationships between linked Web pages. 
Mining these relationships in the link structure of a Web site can 
help users navigate and search for desired information on the Web 
site effectively and efficiently. First, the link structure of a Web site 
is visualized for user navigation. Second, Web pages are clustered 
to reduce information overload problem in user navigation. Third, 
hyperlinks are used to get authority-based rankings of Web pages 
for user information search on the Web.
This work describes  a  set  of heuristics to optimize the web site 
usability and link structure. In particular, we show how these 
heuristics can be used to (1) simplify the user navigational needs 
through automatically reducing the transient links and hence 
providing shortcuts to pages in demand, and (2) automatically 
provide users with redirects to popular pages in the web site. 
These heuristics are hoped to compliment previously reported 
graph-based techniques for web site link optimization.
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I. Introduction
Search, navigation, and transaction are important activities on web 
use. Navigation, especially, is very important after users identify 
the corresponding Website using search engines and before make 
transactions. Some reorganization completely changes the overall 
structure and it is very frustrating to the user because they lose 
their orientation when navigating the Web. It has been reported[1] 
that such deeply nested information tends to cause disruption, 
disorientation, and cognitive overload for the users. Therefore, it is 
becoming a major requirement for a website design to automatically 
and dynamically improve its link structure, and hence, get adapted 
to changes in the navigational patterns of the users. Here, we 
discuss a novel heuristic based approach to automatically optimize 
the link structure of a website. The approach uses a web graph 
model to track the user patterns from the server log files and 
recognize opportunities for link optimization.
In particular, we focus on accomplishing the following two 
objectives: (1) automatically short-cutting the navigational path 
for the users by providing them with shortcuts to the pages in 
high demand, hence skipping irrelevant transient pages, and 
(2) automatically redirecting the users from a page to another 
through redirects. In both cases, we discuss static and dynamic 
(with temporal factors) shortcuts and redirects. The impetus for 
the work reported in this paper came from manual observation 
and discovery of various navigational patterns of the students 
accessing pages related to courses and assignments on the website 
of an academic institution. From this analysis, it became evident 
that there is plenty of room for the link structure improvement to 

allow more smooth and optimized access of information sought. 
To lay down the path for the future implementation of a prototype 
system which would incorporate our heuristic based design, it was 
decided to observe the student patterns over one full semester. 
This decision helped in compiling adequate navigational activities 
from the server log files, which in turn assisted in coming up 
with the heuristic based framework to improve the link structure 
of the website.
The website usage was monitored using two commercial monitoring 
programs, namely LiveStat [2] and WebTrends[3]. Both programs 
track online behavior of users and use server log data to generate 
various statistical reports identifying page popularities. LiveStat 
was used to identify total visits per page and total time spent 
on that page. WebTrends was used to generate a tree describing 
various link traversals and visited paths[4]. These information 
were utilized to produce the web graph to identify optimizations 
for improving the link structure. For detailed description of the 
various issues involved in analyzing the log files and generating 
the usability statistics needed for pattern discovery, we recommend 
referring to M. Eirinaki and M. Vazirgiannis [19]. As mentioned 
earlier, the main goal of our approach is to (1) bypass unnecessary 
transient pages through automatic shortcuts, (2) provide automatic 
redirects to popular pages, and (3) personalize some navigational 
processes on individual user basis.

II. Related Work
Previous work focusing on analyzing navigational patterns of the 
users and on improving the link structure of a website, fall under 
web usage mining [4], which is a subfield of   data mining. Past 
research mainly centered around the analysis of server log files 
to (1) identify user access behavior [5], suggest opportunities 
to redesign the structure of a website [6], and develop adaptive 
websites [7,8]. The overall objective of these research directions 
is to simplify user navigational process. Various approaches 
have been reported for achieving the above objectives. These 
approaches include: visual, cognitive, statistical, survey oriented, 
and graph-based models.

III. Web Graphs for Path Analysis
Automatic improvement of the website link structure requires 
analysis of various user navigational patterns. This analysis 
will then be used to identify and optimize candidate pages for 
redirects and links for shortcuts. To achieve that, we approach 
these optimizations in terms of operations on web graphs, which 
represent a complete or partial website. The link structure of a 
website is represented by G = (N, P, L, W) as a weighted directed 
graph [16], where:

N = total number of pages in the website (total number of nodes 
in the graph)
P = set of all nodes in G, {Pi|i ε [1, N]}
L = set of all arcs (edges) in G, {Li,j |i ≠j, i, j ε [1, N]},
where Li,j is a link from Pi to Pj.
W = set of all arc weights in G, {Wi,j |i ≠j, i, j ε [1, N]}.
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Wi,j is the conditional probability of Li,j selected by users
who have visited Pi., and it is computed as follows:

Di is defined as the set of all destinations of Pi. Hence, Vi,j becomes 
the associate degree from Pi to Pj.
These web graphs are constructed by processing web server log 
files, as mentioned earlier. In the first graph used for identifying 
the shortcuts (shown in figure 1), we represent the frequency of 
link traversals by the thickness of the arcs. No time attribute is 
needed for this step. For the second graph used for optimizing 
the redirects (shown in figure 2), both total traversals of the links 
and time attribute are used. The time attribute of a node shows 
the average time spent in that node before the user leaves that 
node. If no links leave out of a node, the time attribute is not 
shown. We use operations on these graphs in general terms and 
base our optimizations on heuristics for (1) adding shortcut links 
to automatically provide quick paths to target pages with high 
demand, and (2) adding automatic redirects from pages visited 
to pages which are actually sought by the users.

IV. Optimizing the Link Structure
In general, web site designers tend to follow a top- down design 
during the development. With this approach, information is 
organized in deep hierarchies, hence no single page is overly 
loaded with links. As a consequence, visitors have to traverse 
many transient pages before arriving to the needed page. However, 
if some pages with very high popularity among visitors can be 
recognized, we should be able to automatically provide shortcuts 
and redirects to these target pages. This should reduce the 
navigational burden on the visitors, and should allow automatic 
link structure improvement.
Previously reported research [17] had proposed a novel approach 
to adding links when one is needed to connect a pair of pages. The 
approach is based on graph theory, and it computes the average 
connectivity among the pages found on a path. Using the graph 
definition, the average connectivity (E) is defined below. In the 
formula, N *(N- 1) is the total number of page pairs in a website, 
Cij is the connectivity from Pi to Pj. The larger Cij is, the easier 
the user can find Pj from Pi. Cij = w1 + w2 + … + wm, where m 
is the number of link routes from Pi to Pj. The larger the E, the 
better is the link structure. It shows convenience degree for users 
to obtain information following existing hyperlinks.

The basic idea is that if there is no link from page Pi to page Pj, 
then link Li,j should be added to include E. In this approach, links 
are first added to all page pairs with no link in page p, and then 
a new link structure G’= (P, L’, W’) is obtained. However, this 
approach does not always increase E, since the probability of a 
link may be decreased by adding a new link, which in turn would 
decrease the connectivity of other page pairs. This may happen 
especially when many new links are added. To solve this problem, 
the following extra steps would be needed: first recalculate the 
new connectivity C’ij and then find the new average prediction 
E’. If C’ij > Cij and E” > E, then adding the link Li,j can improve 
the overall link structure. With this approach, paths can be made 
more effective.
However, adding extra links to improve the overall connectivity 

may increase the time users need to find the right link on a page. 
It may be argued that a more simple approach would just be to 
add links from all pages to all pages. As stated above, adding 
links from all pages to all other pages does not always increase 
E, since the probability of a link may be decreased by adding a 
new link, which in turn would decrease the connectivity of other 
page pairs. To overcome this problem, we propose adding links 
from all pages on the same path to the target pages, i.e. pages of 
interest. Only at the end of the experimental evaluation, we would 
be able to find out if this approach does in fact pose extra time 
burden on the users.
Even with this minor improvement, the basic question on finding 
pages in demand, referenced in our paper as target pages, is still 
not fully addressed. Finding page pairs with large Cij values may 
well single out paths that are heavily traversed, but would not 
recognize target pages for which shortcuts or redirects need to be 
created within the link improvement strategy. It must be pointed 
out though, that the original work on web graphs did touch on 
the concept of target pages, however, not in an efficient way. The 
following criteria was proposed to recognize target pages for the 
link improvement: compute the weighted average of all Cij and 
then find the average connectivity (E). The idea here is to identify 
target pages and then increase their Cij.
We believe this approach is useful for identifying popular paths but 
not target pages. Of course, a very simple way to find out target 
pages would be to ask the visitors or the owners of the website 
to point out these pages, and then find out the largest Cij that 
connects these target pages. Pages that have large connectivity 
to target pages should then include shortcut links. This research 
argues that we need a more concise definition of the target pages. 
In the following discussion, we present a heuristic based definition 
for (1) automatically identifying target pages in a website, and 
(2) creating shortcuts and redirects.

A. Optimization for Shortcuts
Here we use the following two heuristics to define the target pages 
for optimizing shortcuts.

h1: target pages receive large number of hits and no links are • 
followed out from them.
h2: target pages are visited through heavily traversed paths.• 

From these heuristics, we can imply that (1) target pages are 
terminal pages or leaf nodes in a graph, and (2) a shortcut can be 
placed in all the pages on a path to a target page. Figure 1 below 
models such situation.
To present a real life scenario, let us consider our academic 
environment. Suppose a faculty has a page with links to his 
academic activities. On that page, he/she has links to other pages, 
which include a page on teaching duties, which in turn contains 
links to all courses being taught by this faculty. As the semester 
progresses, the faculty adds updated information to the course 
pages, for example new assignments. The faculty decides to 
organize the page structure in a hierarchical order.
This can be done by looking only at the most recent paths within 
the specified time frame.
Rather than adding course information at the top level, information 
is added to pages which are deeply nested. Now, users face heavy 
extra navigational burden in order to arrive at the needed page 
for the updated assignment. They have to visit the faculty main 
page, the teaching page, the course page, the assignments page, 
and finally the current assignment page. What we need here is a 
shortcut from the teaching page or the course page directly to the 
current assignment page.
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Fig. 1: A Web Graph with Shortcuts

In the above graph, bold arcs represent heavily visited paths, in 
terms of total traversals, excluding the time factor. We can observe 
that many users visit A, B, C, D, E to arrive at node E. Once 
there, users stay at node E and do not follow any link out from it. 
Hence, node E is a target page, and we can insert a shortcut from 
nodes B and C to node E, shown in dashed edges. Note that it is 
not required that all users follow the same path, as shown by the 
other edges leaving nodes B, C, and D. The main requirement for 
inserting a shortcut into a node is that it should be heavily visited 
by users on a path leading to a target page, hence becomes worth 
optimizing for.
The path from node A to node E does not satisfy the second 
heuristic h2. As shown in figure 1, paths A, Q and A, R are more 
heavily traversed than path A, B. This implies that more users 
leave A for Q and R than they do for node B. Hence, a shortcut 
from node A to node E will not be considered an optimization. 
Path B, C, D does satisfy the optimization heuristic h2 but node 
D fails to satisfy heuristic h1, i.e. it is not a target page, hence no 
shortcut is added from node B to node D. To prevent pages from 
ending up with too many shortcuts, shortcuts should be evaluated 
against the heuristics over time. Whenever any of the heuristics 
fail to satisfy, shortcuts should be cancelled.
There are situations where the temporal factor would need to be 
taken into account when adding shortcuts. For the above shortcut, 
we did not consider any temporal aspects when adding it. However, 
it is possible that over time a particular shortcut may become 
less popular. This happens if any of the above two heuristics fail 
to be satisfied, i.e. either a path becomes less visited or a target 
page becomes a non-target page by having outgoing paths. Now 
instead of re-analyzing the paths, we should consider only recent 
navigational behavior of the users, defined within a given time 
interval, and delete shortcuts whenever they become less popular 
among the users.

B. Optimization for Redirects
Websites often have transient pages, which either contain links 
that are of interest to the users or just contain announcement 
information which is of no interest to the users. Considering 
our academic institution scenario mentioned earlier, we expect 
a faculty, especially a senior one, to maintain pages for several 
courses he/she teaches. Normally such a faculty teaches only one 
single course per semester. In this case, forcing the users to reach 

the page for this course through the main faculty page would pose 
a heavily extra navigational burden on the users. We can improve 
the user navigation here by automatically redirecting the visitors 
from the faculty main page or the page on teaching to the page for 
the course currently being taught by the faculty, hence bypassing 
the transient page on courses. To allow the visitors to visit the pages 
for other courses, the optimization should provide the visitors with 
a back link to the main page on teaching without being redirected. 
In this case, it is important that the redirect does not apply if the 
page whose accesses are being redirected is accessed from the 
target of the redirect. This would prevent navigational loops or 
cycles. Following are the two heuristics we propose to identify a 
transient page for redirects:

h1: most users visiting it leave towards a single page. h2: • 
most users spend very little time on it.

Fig. 2, models the above scenario, where T stands for the average 
time in seconds spent on a node and V for the total visits. Despite 
its heavy traffic in terms of total visits, users spend very little time 
on node E. Moreover, all the visitors leave node E towards node 
G. Thus a redirect should be automatically created to redirect 
the visitors from E to G. Node B satisfies the heuristic h1 for 
the optimization but not heuristic h2. While node B has a single 
outgoing link, users spend a reasonably good amount of time in 
it.

Fig. 2: A Web Graph for Redirects

This implies that users seem to be interested in the information 
found in node B, and hence we should not redirect them to node C. 
For node F, only heuristic h2 is satisfied. Despite the fact that the 
time spent in node F is little, the node appears to be an interesting 
point in the navigational patterns of the visitors. From this node 
they can leave for node B or node E. If we automatically redirect 
the visitors from node F to either node E or node B, we may be 
wrong 50% of the time. Hence, no redirect is created. The criteria 
for identifying the nodes for redirects requires searching all the 
paths visited by users through the web site. For each path, we need 
to identify nodes in which users spend on average less time than 
the average total time spent on the entire path, and leave these 
nodes for the next node on the path with frequency larger than the 
average frequency of visiting the nodes on the path.
When applied globally, redirects may pose a problem. Consider our 
faculty who currently teaches two courses, one at the undergraduate 
level and the other one at the graduate level. From the main page 
on teaching, now visitors can go either to the undergraduate course 
page or the graduate course page. One redirect would not serve 
the purpose any more in such a situation. If we still want to create 
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a redirect, then it must be personalized for every visitor. This can 
be done by tracking previous navigational patterns for every user, 
from the server log files, to determine his/her interest. In this 
case, a redirect will be provided on an individual basis rather on 
a global basis. However, it will still remain difficult to provide a 
shortcut for those students who take both courses, i.e. graduate 
and undergraduate.

V. Experimental Evaluation
At present, we are still analyzing the web graphs to get some useful 
insights into the effectiveness of our heuristic based framework. 
In particular, our evaluation attempts to answer the following 
questions:

How many target pages were recognized?1. 
How many shortcuts and redirects were created?2. 
Were the shortcuts and redirects considered useful by the 3. 
users?
Overall, how much improvement in the website link structure 4. 
was achieved?

The evaluation methodology we follow focuses on having 
each department website as a separate website. A total of five 
departmental websites of the college are considered for this 
evaluation. The impetus behind this decision is twofold (1) to 
apply the heuristic based approach against five different websites 
instead of just one, and hence test the generality of the approach, 
and (2) to control the complexity of the web graphs generated 
from the log files. Academic websites tend to be very large, 
comprising hundreds of pages nested deep in hierarchical levels. 
Hence, it is believed that focusing on a department website would 
provide adequate insight into the usefulness of our approach. The 
questions mentioned above represent the measures against which 
our approach will be assessed. The following three table headers 
should provide an overview of what the evaluation is trying to 
accomplish when completed.

Table 1: An Overview of Departmental Websites

Dept Tot. 
Pages

Tot. 
Links

Tot. 
Paths

Tot. 
Visits

The purpose of Table 1 is to provide aggregate detail about the 
website for each department. In particular, the table shows for 
each department website total number of pages, total number of 
links found on all pages of the website, total number of complete 
paths that exist among the pages (nodes) of the website (graph), 
and the total number of visits the departmental website received. 
This information should provide us with a snapshot of the scope 
of the web graph for the departmental website.

Table 2: Usefulness of Shortcuts

Dept Tot. 
Targets

Visits
 Before

Visits 
After

Table 2 is intended to show if the shortcuts automatically inserted 
were useful to user navigational patterns. The table covers the 
total number of target pages identified, total number of visits to 
the target pages through traversals of the current paths leading 
to these pages, and total number of visits to the same target pages 
following the shortcuts instead of long paths. The idea is that if the 
users reach the target pages, even after the shortcuts are provided, 
using the same path traversals of long graph links, then shortcuts 

may not be of interest to the users. This is to be determined by 
comparing the values of the visits before against the values of 
the visits after, i.e. directly following the shortcuts. Values for the 
first two columns are currently being extracted from the server 
log files. However, finding the values for the third column (after 
inserting shortcuts), requires monitoring the user behavior for 
another period of time, e.g. another full semester.

Table 3: Usefulness of Redirects

Dept Tot. 
Redirects

Visits 
Before

Visits
 After

Table 3 is intended to show if the redirects automatically inserted 
were useful to user navigational patterns. The table covers the 
total number of redirect pages identified, total number of visits 
to the target pages through traversals of the current paths leading 
to these pages, and total number of visits to the same target pages 
following the redirects instead of long paths. The idea is that if the 
users reach the target pages, even after the redirects are provided, 
using the same path traversals of long graph links, then redirects 
may not be of interest to the users. This is to be determined by 
comparing the values of the visits before against the values of 
the visits after, i.e. directly following the redirects. Values for the 
first two columns are currently being extracted from the server 
log files. However, finding the values for the third column (after 
inserting redirects), requires monitoring the user behavior for 
another period of time, e.g. an extra semester. 

VI. Conclusion
This research attempts to compliment the website link improvement 
strategy proposed by traditional web graph theories  through  
heuristics.  The  main  focus  of  this research is to use a heuristic 
based framework to identify target pages (nodes) in a website 
(graph), and automatically create shortcuts and redirects to 
improve user navigational patterns and website link structure. 
To get some insights into the usefulness of our approach, five 
academic departmental websites of a college were monitored for 
their web usage using two commercial web monitoring packages. 
These packages helped us in generating web graphs and tress from 
the server log files. 
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